Rehabilitation in systemic sclerosis: proposed personalised rehabilitation programme.
Systemic sclerosis is a multisystem autoimmune disease that causes chronic widespread obliterative vasculopathy of the small arteries associated with various degrees of tissue fibrosis. The prognosis of the disease depends largely on the visceral involvement; however musculoskeletal involvement is an important factor to functional disability. Suffering from a chronic auto-immune disease, such as Systemic Sclerosis, compromises the quality of life and the work ability. The rehabilitative treatment may be a viable option for improving the quality of life, but there are few studies to support this hypothesis in adequate population. (Rehabilitation is still an under- studied field of research). Aim: Proposed personalised rehabilitation programme, with a multilocalized, multidisciplinary approach specifically designed for patients with Systemic Sclerosis. Retrospective study. Setting: Rehabilitation Institute, inpatients. Population: Forty-three patients affected by systemic sclerosis. Methods: Patients underwent a rehabilitation programme of 3 weeks. Three cycles of rehabilitation in 3 consecutive years were administered. The priority outcome measure was the Health Assessment Questionnaire-Disability Index (HAQ-DI). The effectiveness of treatment cycles repeated at 1-year intervals was also compared to the first cycle. Each treatment had an acute beneficial effect, leading to an improvement in the disability score after each of the three cycles (admission vs discharge: 1.2±0.6 vs 0.8±0.6, p minor than 0.0001, 1.3±0.6 vs 1.0±0.6, p minor than 0.0001 and 1.4±0.7 vs 1.1±0.7, p minor than 0.0001). The improvement in HAQ-DI scores after repeated cycles was progressively lower, but the difference in efficacy was not statistically significant (p=0.38 and p=0.17 for the comparison between the second and the first and the third and the first cycles respectively). The multilocalized, multidisciplinary protocol developed by our rehabilitation team led to a significant reduction in disability perceived by patients, independently of the disease duration. The beneficial effects at the end of the first cycle were reproduced in the subsequent cycles. Nevertheless, there was a tendency of progressive efficacy reduction in following cycles, due to increased disability caused by disease stage. Impact of rehabilitation: We believe that our results demonstrate the utility of personalised, multilocalized, multidisciplinary rehabilitation treatment in slowing the evolution of systemic sclerosis.